DON’T LOOK AWAY

MOST PEOPLE KILLED BY US MILITARY ASSASSIN DRONE MISSILES ARE NOT EVEN THE TARGETS

“REAPER”: US Military Assassin Drone (A Remote-controlled Killer)

10 members of the Ahmadi family including 7 children (above) were killed by a U.S. Military assassin drone on August 29, 2021 at their home in a congested Kabul, Afghanistan.

WRONG TARGET. This family had nothing to do with the suicide bombing at the Kabul Airport.

Daniel Hale, a U.S. Air Force veteran, became a “drone whistleblower” by revealing the truth about the high rates of civilian deaths from U.S. drone attacks, published online as The Drone Papers. He is currently serving 45 months in jail for exposing the truth about the secret U.S. drone assassination program.

Know Daniel Hale: StandWithDanielHale.org

JOIN US:
Tell our congresspersons to Ban Killer Drones:
usa.gov/elected-officials bankillerdrones.org